Bulletin
Mid July 2021
The restrictions have been lifted but we are living with high numbers of
infections and this impacts on our willingness to place ourselves in
potentially unsafe situations. However, we’ve got the benefits of lovely
warm weather, holidays in the UK and going out for meals, as long as
there are staff available that aren’t self isolating! And if you’re a sport
lover, the Olympic Games have just begun and there’s plenty of other
action on the TV. We may not be in full swing yet as a u3a, but we can
see how we can start to make our plans for reopening and getting life
back to normal.
Celia Billau—Communications Officer

Open Meeting on Zoom Thursday August 5th at 10.30
Ioan Reed-Aspley — Operations at East Midlands Airport
A behind the scenes look at our local airport
Calendar of Future Open Meetings 2021:
September 2nd

Simon Gilbert

Remembering singing with Peter O’Toole, Ginger
Rogers and Pavarotti

(May be at the
church)

October 7th

My Life As An Opera Singer

Karen Rooms

Citizens UK
A Director of Citizens UK talks about this organisation
dedicated to building stronger communities

November 4th

Christine Shaw James Bond

December 2nd

Fools Gold

Songs and entertainment

Dates for your diary:
•

Gardeners Question Time on Zoom will take place on October 15th at 2pm.

•

Fine wine tasting evening to be held on December 3rd

•

Christmas wreath making workshop on December 16th at BMC.

•

The Group Fair will take place on March 3rd 2022 at The Pearson Centre.
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July Open Meeting—Emma Sheardown – “There Is No Such Thing As Can’t”
When we consider our own misfortunes in life, they are as nothing compared to
what Emma had to get over in her life, in order to emerge as a European champion
horse rider. She was born starved of oxygen and this resulted in some considerable
brain damage. After the usual baby and toddler milestones were not being met,
the diagnosis was finally made as quadriplegic cerebral palsy, meaning all four
limbs would be severely affected.
Emma grew up on a farm and her parents were dedicated to her rehabilitation.
Through occupational and speech therapy, she finally learned to walk at the age of
10 and her parents bought a Shetland pony called Dusty Bin for her to learn to ride
on. She took to it like a duck to water, and this exercise helped enormously with
her physiotherapy. She was utterly determined to go as far as she could with
riding, and she was talent-spotted by a judge for the British para dressage event,
which took her to many international competitions. On winning a bronze medal at
the World Equestrian Games, she fell and landed on the medal, breaking her two front teeth. Having treatment
and still under the influence of the pain relief, she went on to win gold on her beloved Eddie, her favoured horse. A
perfect example of life giving you lemons so you make lemonade!
In 2017 Eddie retired and the equestrian life was finished. Although Emma misses the therapy of riding, she gets a
great deal of pleasure from her new career as an educator, and when speaking about how she fought against the
greatest disadvantages that life could throw at anyone, and yet still come out victorious, she certainly has first
hand experience of triumph over adversity.
Celia Billau

Ask not what your u3a can do for you…

Spell Check

Beeston u3a has many active groups and a committed committee
dedicated to keeping things vibrant for our 800+ members.
However, we still need more committee members, particularly
when we start more activities such as evening social events and
trips out.

I have a spelling chequer,

If you have enthusiasm and a desire to keep our organisation
attractive and interesting, please volunteer for any position by
emailing Margot at chair@beestonu3a.org.uk.
If anyone has technical skills, you will always be in demand to
help out with using the technology that we have come to rely on
in these evolving conditions.

It came with my pee sea.
It plainly marques four my revue
Miss steaks eye cannot sea
Eye strike a quay and right a word

And weight four it two say
Weather eye am wrong oar wright,
It shows me strait away.
As soon as a mist ache is maid,

It nose bee four two late,

If you are interested in starting a particular interest group, don’t
be shy. There’s always a lot of support to help you get started and
help you establish your group.

And eye can put the error rite,

If your group is not currently active and the previous leader has
decided to step down, why not volunteer to help lead. Maybe a
team of people can take it on for the benefit of all.

I’m shore your pleased to no

Our u3a is only going to be successful if we have enough
volunteers to make it work.

(Sauce Unknown)
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Its rarely, rarely grate.
I’ve run this poem threw it,
Its letter perfect in it’s weigh
My chequer tolled me sew!

News from the groups
For announcements about group activities, please see the rolling notices that come out each month.
The situation with groups re-opening and meeting face to face is currently quite fluid and changes from week to

week. Several groups are working on trying to operate on a hybrid basis: meeting in a room with a small number
but still having Zoom available.
We have to follow the guidance published by the Third Age Trust, which is reproduced on page 5 for anyone who
wishes to read the current guidelines in full.
If you would like further information about any specific group, please email groups@beestonu3a.org.uk

Anne Pinnock and Kathy Shipway- Joint Groups Coordinators
American History
For our July meeting, Richard delivered his tragic account of the persecution of the Native Americans from the early
settlers through to the massive forced movements of populations, the so-called Trail of Tears during the 1800s.
The story will continue in our next meeting in August when the relationship with Native Americans is explored post
1840. All are welcome to attend on our Zoom meeting. Please contact me on communications@beestonu3a.org.uk.
We are hoping to resume our meetings at the Pearson Centre from September.
Celia Billau

Chess
The Chess Group is now back up and running at the Flour Brewer following (like most other groups) a difficult 15
month period. Although chess can be played online, only four of us have been playing during the period of
isolation, though the prize for enthusiasm must go to Mike Payne and Stewart McCoy, who have managed to play
each other over 50 times during that period, mainly over the phone. Two others of us have ventured onto

chess.com , which has been quite useful, as we have been able to link up with some other U3a groups. The Belper
group has weekly online meetings (anyone can play) , and another U3a group on chess.com not only contains
individual players from local U3A groups (Sherwood, Carlton & Gedling, and Forest Town), but also larger groups of
players from Edinburgh, Towcester and as far south as Dorchester and Ilminster in Somerset.
At present the National U3a chess co-ordinators are also working on a chess website, network and league, which is
proposed to start in September. The website details are u3achessnetwork.org.uk . I believe further publicity will be
given to this in the national magazine Third Age Matters in the near future, though the website and leagues are still
in the early stages of design and set up.
If anyone wants any further information on this, please don't hesitate to contact me through the group coordinators: groups@beestonu3a.org.uk

Neil Sheffield
Desert Island Discs
We have a guest for 8th September, a local published poet who is really looking forward to the experience.
If anyone has an idea on who would make an interesting guest, please contact Maureen to let her know the details.
Maureen Moffatt Email mo.moffatt@gmail.com

Most people think that T-rexes can’t clap because they have short arms, but
really it’s because they are dead.
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Flower Group
We had hoped to have a face-to-face meeting this month, but with so many members away, it was not viable. But
researching venues has been enlightening, and we hope to establish the Lenton Centre as our new home.
We shall take August off and look at a meeting in September.

Enjoy your summer and your families everyone.
Maureen Moffatt
Family History
Family history research can throw up surprising findings! Dave was the speaker at our June meeting, and had investigated a man living in Australia, who knew he had family history from Wales. Dave identified the ancestor as born
in Montgomeryshire in 1854. However, things didn't turn out quite as expected. Dave found that the family first
left Wales for Patagonia, a region of Argentina that was home to many Welsh people. However, while the immigrants were originally welcomed there, conditions changed, with the Welsh finding they were losing their sense of
identity, for example by being pressurised to speak Spanish. The family that Dave was researching therefore moved
back to Wales. However, at the turn of the 20th century, they were again on their travels, this time to Western
Australia. Being able to link the story of the family with the historical context meant it was a fascinating talk.
Chris O’Brien
Poetry Appreciation
The group remains active. Most of us share and comment on poems once a month by email, and those able and
willing to Zoom meet the following week to read and hear the poems. Recent subjects have included: Edward
Thomas; Sheena Pugh; “The Natural World”; and “A poet new to you” – it’s amazing how many published poets
there are. We hope to re-start face-to-face meetings at our usual venue, Beeston Methodist Church, in September
(Tuesday 21), especially as we have some new members waiting to join us in person.
Below is a short poem which links two of our recent subjects.
Joan Whiting and John Temple
Thaw
Over the land freckled with snow half-thawed
The speculating rooks at their nests cawed
And saw from elm-tops, delicate as flower of grass,
What we below could not see, Winter pass.
by Edward Thomas
(written March 1916 in an Essex army training camp, a year before he was killed in France, a ged 39)
Lunch Group 1
The group met on the 25th June for the first time since February 2020. The venue was the Trent Lock Golf Club,
chosen for its large airy restaurant and outdoor seating area. Unfortunately, we were unable to sit outside due to
the rain but the restaurant provided us with large tables for a maximum of six people in order to comply with current Covid regulations. Fortunately, the spirits of the twenty diners were not dampened by the weather and there
was lots of news to share, acquaintances to rekindle and the big question at the end of the meal was "when are we

going to do it again".
Hopefully, we will find another large venue for the end of August . Further details will be sent to Lunch Group
members via Beacon.
Glenis Fisher
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Advice on the u3a web site for resuming activities
4.1 Whilst we anticipate that many u3a interest groups will resume some level of face to face activity, some members of u3as
remain concerned about the pandemic and we see some businesses and service providers are now intending to retain or introduce additional safety measures for usage. The Trust has taken advice on what u3as may do.

The starting point for all advice to u3as is that at all times you must follow the advice given by the government. In addition you
must ensure that a risk assessment check is undertaken before commencing any u3a group activity and you should share this
with your committee. Additionally, all members should be encouraged to self assess for symptoms of Coronavirus before
attending a group.
There are some queries regarding additional measures that go beyond the relevant government advice. These are laid out below. Each u3a must make its own decision whether it wishes to require any additional measures or use a facility that requires
additional measures over and above the relevant government advice. If a u3a decides to impose additional measures the committee should note the measures in a committee meeting, giving a full explanation for them, and detailing how they relate to
the risk assessment that has resulted in imposing them.
4.2 Can a venue impose a requirement that all participants using the venue have a clear Covid test before using the facilities?

Yes the venue can undertake a health and safety risk assessment and introduce measures that they feel will reduce the risk of
transmission of Covid and include this as a requirement.
4.3 Can a u3a lawfully run the event without contravening our constitutions or any equality legislation in a venue that imposes such restrictions?
Yes it is possible to use that venue. The reason is that the policy of requiring participants to provide a clear Covid test within 48
hours of attending the event is unlikely to constitute indirect discrimination or disability discrimination. The owner/operator is
entitled to put in place reasonably practicable controls and measures to minimise the risk of transmission of coronavirus, even
if these are more onerous than the requirements specified by HM Government or the Health and Safety Executive, so long as
they amount to proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim, the aim in this case being to protect against Covid-19.
The policy is a general one, rather than targeted, and most, if not all, delegates should be capable of taking a test. Whilst the
policy is clearly a robust control measure, it is unlikely to be seen as disproportionate given the significant risks posed by coronavirus or discriminatory and therefore unlawful. The position would be different if the owner/operator of the venue only permitted participants who had been vaccinated. This would not comply with equality of access.
4.4 Would we have to require the participants to provide the venue with their details of a Covid free test directly?
The answer is yes given that u3as are not authorised to process or store personal sensitive data. The trustee / u3a committee
member who is arranging the event or use of the space should speak to the venue owner/operator to understand the procedures in place to be able to advise participants what they have to do.
4.5 If a u3a required covid clear testing proof prior to getting on a coach, or attending an interest group in a home or in hall,
(in other words the request was from one of our charities rather than the venue or the coach provider) would the u3a charity be entitled to impose this restrictions under the same H&S and equality legislation?
Yes a u3a could do this.

4.6 If they are entitled would they be allowed to show evidence of a clear test to the group leader (eg like showing a passport at customs control) on the basis it would only be shown and not collected or stored on any data base?
Yes a u3a could do this.
4.7 Can a u3a impose a requirement that all participants attending an interest group MUST have either a clear Covid test OR
proof of both vaccinations before participating?

The u3a must in any event follow all government guidance on covid such as social distancing.
And they must follow the normal risk assessments when considering the health and safety of an event.
However if they decide, in addition, to introduce a rule that required each u3a member to show on entry to an activity that
they had either proof of vaccination or a clear covid test on the basis they wished to minimise the possibility of transmission
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infection in this age group mainly 70 plus then this is advised to be acceptable under equality legislation as long as the rule
applies to all members.
4.8 Can it also apply to outdoor activity?
A u3a must still go through the same process, follow the relevant government guidance and undertake a risk assessment.

If under the outdoor activity risk assessment they still feel this is important to minimise the risk transmission and have noted
that this is a risk in the operation of that interest group, then they may adopt the same approach. This would require a rule
that required each u3a member to show on entry to an activity that they had either proof of vaccination or a clear covid test
on the basis they wished to minimise the possibility of transmission infection in this age group mainly 70 plus This is advised to
be acceptable under equality legislation as long as the rule applies to all members.
4.9 Where can I get hold of Lateral Flow Test kits?
Please note: You can order Lateral Flow Test kits through the Government by following the link below and completing the
online form or they can be obtained from your local Boots chemist.
Get tested for coronavirus (COVID-19) - NHS (www.nhs.uk)

Long Walks trip to Belper Lane End—June 2021

Those young bullocks were getting a bit too
curious for my liking. They followed us across
the field, only stopping when confronted.
Lunch stop with a view. Alport Height right next to a disused quarry. Mike Allery, our walk leader, reported
afterwards that this intrepid group of walkers (the Tiger team) had completed 11.2 miles and ascended 1600 feet,
having had to do battle with undergrowth which had hidden many of the stiles and gateways. The drink at the
Bulls Head at the end made it all worth while.
Celia Billau
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Writers of the Third Page
Four of us from this group had a Zoom chat this week. Nothing interesting about that, you may think. What was
different about it, compared to most of the other u3a Zoom meetings I’ve done since lockdown started, is that one
member was in Doncaster, one was in Epsom and the fourth was in Coggeshall, in Essex. For several months we

had a member in Australia.
Writers of the Third Page was set up as an online group by a u3a member in Barnsley when lockdown spoiled his
plans for a second creative writing group there. It was advertised on the u3a Facebook page ‘Keeping in Touch’,
and at the peak of lockdown there were 10 -12 of us writing regularly. To start with Mac set a demanding schedule,
which for many of us was the ideal antidote to Covid. By the autumn, the pace had slackened, thankfully, but

changes in his own life meant that he had to step down from leading us. By then I’d got so much out of being in the
group that I really didn’t want it to stop, so when no-one came forward, (to no-one’s surprise!), I took on the leadership/coordination role.
Since then we’ve made some changes. There are now quarterly Zoom chat sessions as to me being able to put a
face to a name was important when we were all strangers to each other. It’s also an opportunity for those who

attend to share in making the few decisions that need to be made. We’ve relaxed the programme, taking out the
time pressure, and share the responsibility for setting the monthly writing task. There are fewer of us writing regularly at the moment, but no-one drops out. I suspect that there will be an increase in writing activity after the summer.
Some of you who are interested in writing may remember that a second Beeston u3a creative writing group, Scribblers, was starting just as lockdown was imposed. The group members felt that they weren’t far enough along the
path to continue, so it went into ‘hibernation’. My hope is that when members feel safe meeting face to face and if
there is interest, the group could be restarted. If so, I’ve learnt so much in my time with the online group that I feel
I’d be better placed to be involved with it.
Alison Wilson
THE WORKOUT
Inspired by a talk from my slimming club leader, with reference to exercise, I decided to try a YouTube walk exercise video. So there I am in my pyjamas, unwashed, hair on end, scrolling through the myriad of walk exercise videos.
“Ahh! here’s one ,” thinks I, “20 minute walk exercise. I can do that.“
Press play, and there we have a bunch of super thin, super shapely, super beautiful, Americans, probably Californians. (They’re always Californians aren’t they?).
“Oh yes, I can identify with them!” thinks I, deludedly! So off we go! Stirring upbeat music, big smiles from everyone, great teeth, full make-up! (Don’t look in the mirror Marie)
March March March!

That was fine, but then we started waving arms about and doing different steps, kick legs behind, kick legs in front,
arms up. arms back, knees up, double time. It was like trying to rub your tummy and pat your head at the same
time, but even more difficult. Pretty soon my arms were doing what my legs should do, my legs were doing what
my arms should do, I was gasping for breath, determined to keep up but not succeeding. Finally I thought, collapsing on the bed, I think this might be a bit advanced for an old biddy beginner!!
Undaunted, more scrolling, there it was. “10 Minute Walk Exercise for Seniors”. A normal looking young woman
with a little old lady with curly hair and glasses, obviously her mum, and off we went. This was much more suited to
my old body, though I found my coordination needs a bit more work. After a sit down, a coffee and a shower, I felt
like a new woman. Might try that again in a few months!
Marie Potts
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FAMILY HISTORY HAD THE ANSWER
(This is a true story – names and places have been changed)
Don't you think it's curious how we can discover things about our families and ourselves, when we least expect it?
My wife, Amelia, was always good at French at school, and indeed she always found the language very easy to lis-

ten to, and to speak, read and write. However, nobody, family nor friends, could ever explain this propensity, or
why she felt so strongly connected to France.
It would be some 60 years before Amelia would discover the answer, and fate had to intervene in order for the
mystery to be resolved.
Sadly, Amelia was diagnosed with breast cancer at the age of 61.

Her consultant wanted to establish whether there was any possibility of a genetic link, and asked if there were a
history of breast, or prostrate cancer, in her family, explaining that the gene which stimulates hereditary prostrate
cancer in men, is the same gene that brings breast cancer to both men and women.
Amelia didn't know of any hereditary connection, but promised that she would ask her father the next time she
saw him. Her father, Stan, was 83 and lived in Penistone, and he had lost his wife, Charlotte, when Amelia was still
in her infancy.
Stan was born in 1915, one of 14 children, and was raised as a stereotypical Yorkshireman, and one strong belief
that was handed down to him, was that there were family matters that one should only ever discuss with other
select members of the family. There were things that children, other family members, and non family members
need never know. So, in reality, Amelia's family history was simply what her father had decided to tell her!

Amelia and were in the habit of visiting Stan every month with some additional provisions. He lived on the state
pension, with a small amount of supplementary benefit. He was a chain smoker, but he'd always pay his bills before he would spend money on anything else. Second, in his order of priorities, was his supply of cigarettes. Then
came food and other 'incidentals' – as he called them.
He had worked in agriculture all of his life, and in retirement he cultivated nearly all of the food he needed in his

large garden. His diet was heavily based on brassicas, legumes and root vegetable crops, as well as apples, pears,
cherries and berries. The only time he ever bought meat, was when the postman had a wild rabbit, or wood pigeon to sell.
His cooking was basic, and consisted of concocted stews, made up of whatever combination of meat and/or vegetables he would have to hand. And he never threw any away. The 'stew of the week' was rewarmed every night

until it was gone, when the next one would be created, and this was a very easy way for Stan to feed himself, and
was somewhat of a healthy diet!
His only other vice was cricket, and he never missed a televised match.
As I've said, once a month, we took Stan some additional foodstuffs and household goods, and on this particular
Saturday, as we settled down for a cup of tea, we told him of Amelia's bad news.

As expected, he took it badly, albeit in his normal stalwart manner.
There was a pause as Stan composed himself, and then Amelia asked him whether there was any history of breast
or prostate cancer in the family.
He puffed on his cigarette, and through the blue haze he said, in his Yorkshire brogue,
'Aye, me 'fayther' had trouble down there later in life, and me 'grandfayther.' too.'

And then he went into a sort of trance, and his mind took him back, and he spoke for about an hour, without stopping, telling us all he knew about his family history.
Stan's grandfather had been a stonemason in a quarry in Nidderdale. Stan reminisced about the small house that
his tall and muscular grandfather had had to live in, with his only son and his wife,
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'They were French you know!' he said, 'Come over 'cos the bloody Catholics were persecuting his protestant family
and friends, even killing them. He and his family was known as Huguenots, or something like that.' he said.
We said nothing. He was opening up like never before, and we didn't want to stop the flow.
'E 'ad the peeing problem!' said Stan, just like me dad. 'Bout same age too. In their 60s they were.'

He paused, and a tear reached the corner of his eye. Then he looked at his watch and stopped talking.
'Cricket's on tele na.' he said switching it on.
And that is how Amelia and I found out about her family's French connection, and about the genes which had carried the memory of her French lineage down to her, alongside the more malevolent one which would shorten her
life, but now, at last, she understood why she had always had such an intense bond with the French language, and

it gladdens me that she did eventually find out about her ancestry. It all meant so much to her. Yet neither of us
could ever understand why Amelia's father had never told her that her great grandfather was French. It's just unfathomable!
Amelia died a few years later, but there is an interesting footnote to this story, and that is, that when Stan became
too old to grow his own vegetables, and had to buy them from the shops, he too developed prostrate cancer, just

like his father and grandfather before him.
Make of that, what you will.
©Bob Reader April 2021
The Rollator
“A wheel chair ? Never!” I thought.
But my Dear Girl said she would only take me to Mac Arthur Glen if I
agreed to borrow a wheel chair, so pretty sure I’d be unlikely to
meet anyone I knew, I agreed. A successful pain free outing!
My Dear Boy actually booked a wheel chair for me on my recent

stay with the family in Brighton. What bliss! No longer the agony of
each step to my legs and damaged back while we strolled along the
sea front and pottered about the Lanes.
It’s only the last few months that my back has been in this Bad
State. No longer can I go for a walk anywhere with anyone. My

Dear Boy said I must buy a mobility scooter. “Never” said l.
The Physio suggested I try a Rollator (Walker).
Now I have a new Blue Rollator bought in Brighton. A new
World! Difficult for me, I thought, to be seen suddenly with this
walking aid so I sent a photo in advance. ‘Have Rollator, Will travel’
Not perfect, but better!
Jenny Seth
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The Beeston u3a Bulletin
In March 2020 when the world locked down, the bulletins started being sent to everyone’s email address in an
attempt to keep members informed while we couldn’t meet up. We didn’t know the pandemic would still be
affecting our plans some 16 months later. Feedback had indicated the bulletins have been welcomed and wellreceived, and my thanks go to all the contributors who help to keep us entertained and amused.
The format allows us to talk at greater length about the issues that affect us, photographs and jokes can be included and members can allow us to peep a little into their lives when the personal stories are submitted.
Over the summer with visits and holidays, members are less active with u3a and I therefore propose to have a
break in August, and plan for another bulletin in mid-September. By then, we should know better which of our
groups are restarting and our plans may be a bit firmer.
The rolling notices which are compiled by Karen will still be distributed just before the open meeting, which is giving brief notices about group meetings and other announcements.
I hope to re-start the usual newsletter which comes out every 3 months in October or November, at which point,
the bulletins will stop, unless there is a distinct reason to distribute information to members in that format.
Celia Billau
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